
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She is _________ proud to mourn and weep.1. too

I am vain _________ to be the judge: there are but two people in the world
who could have wrought this change: yourself and that dear lady.
2. enough

You are _________ young to give up things in that way.3. too

It was strange _________, the nearer I drew towards the eventful moment
of my fate, the more resolute and composed my heart became.
4. enough

The pay was about _________ to support his family without encroaching
on his little capital.
5. enough

His mind was _________ unsettled for much composition.6. too

James was rigorous _________ in the punishment of offences when he
was not himself involved.
7. enough

Your life is _________ valuable to be risked.8. too

The ice was still _________ weak to carry them.9. too

Leonard was _________ young to be suspicious.10. too

They're _________ little to stand chaff easily.11. too

It is plain _________ that the author of the Koran lived in the desert!12. enough

That bonnet is _________ smart, Lucy.13. too

Ruth was well _________ to be up, and was sitting in a big chair by the
nursery fire, with picture-books and toys near; but she was not looking at
them.

14. enough

Summons and appeal were alike _________ late.15. too

Such curious anomalies are frequent _________ in the world.16. enough

It was _________ late to move farther that night.17. too
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She is clever _________ to drive a diplomatist wild; she would know it at
once if he spoke the truth.
18. enough

The nightgown should be loose _________ to change easily.19. enough

The effect was simple _________, but to the girl's Italian imagination it
was a happy omen.
20. enough
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